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Tamper-Proof New IDs To Be Issued

Southern's automation program is moving along with a revolutionary advance in the system of student identification. The new system, to begin in the fall, will eliminate much of the present uncertainty of the variety of IDs those presently employed.

New permanent ID cards which will be processed from IBM cards will relay information in both directions for this language. The plastic ID's will contain five main items: date of birth, sex, social security number and controlled birth date. The data of the student's birth will be taken from his high school transcript to prevent duplications.

Pay To Play

The system permits coding so that no card will be accepted in the pay To Play machines unless it is properly updated, according to Dean Isbell, coordinator of systems and procedures. In other words, if a student's fees are not paid, his card will not be valid or the necessary information from the Student Union, the machine which should arrive this week, will capture data from the ID card.

Last week, Isbell pointed out that the cards may someday be used to show attendance at various concerts, convocations, etc., merely by placing the card in a machine.

Three Weekend Movies Scheduled

The Boboli Ballet, Dana Andrews and Pat Boone will be shown in Picture houses throughout this weekend sponsored by the Narr Audubon and the Auxiliary to the Vinalide Aides department. The movies will be shown by the Narr Audubon and are two 25 cents and 40 cents for adults.

Tonight's movie is "The Boboli Ballet," with Gallina Usova, Raissa Strickova, Nikolai Fadeyev and the Boboli Ballet. The ballet will be shown from 8:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m. The film is adapted from a true story about a foreign correspondent who followed a band of Paris from across the Iron Curtain to Budapest. Admission is 25 cents and 40 cents for adults.

A Jules Verne fantasy, starring Pat Boone, James Mason and Alphonse Bal, will be featured in the Sunday movie hour. "Journey to the Center of the Earth" will be shown only on a 35-cent regular price and 40 cent admission price.

Blind Testing Proposal Studied

A proposed plan for testing blind students is being studied and is expected to be used in the future. The plan would require the instructor to arrange for the testing service to be administered at the same date and time as regularly scheduled time of the class examination.

Library, Stage II

Two floors will be added to Morris Library with part of the space being used to expand the 5.7 million University Book store. The $4 million addition will expand the library to include a full length third floor and four floor towers. The second floor also will be completed from state funds. The third floor tower will be used for storing extra and rare books at present. Expansion of the Morris library is earmarked for the future with the library list room leased by University Architect Charles Paulus.

Program Can Eliminate 48 Hours Of Student Work

Academically talented students can now gain credit in more than 800 undergraduate courses without attending class, it was released Wednesday.

Registrar Robert McGrath said Tuesday that proficiency examinations for 800-900 courses will be given, starting immediately.

No more than 48 quarter hours may be accumulated through proficiency examinations in any given field of study. However, if a student takes the exam and does not pass it, he will become a part of his record. The grade from the test, however, will not be counted in his overall average.

Credit gained through proficiency examinations at other accredited colleges or universities may not be so counted in the student's record, if the credit is in keeping with Southern's proficiency regulations.

No Repeats Allowed

A student must be in residence for a proficiency exam in a course which he has taken in order to receive credit for the course. The student must be in residence for a year or more than one of the courses he is taking in the area of study.

A student must be in residence for at least one quarter at least with a 3.0 average for the period during which he takes the proficiency exam.

List Available Now

A list of the courses which students may take proficiency examinations in is available in the department of registration, the registrar's office, or the Athletic Center student in interesting in taking a proficiency examination in a course may apply to the department for a registration application.

The following forms may be obtained from the student's academic advisor. After the advisor has signed the form, it is to be turned in the chairman of the department offering the course for approval.

The student then takes the exam, or a student may take the exam in the department offering the exam course.

The student then takes the exam, or a student may take the exam in the department offering the exam course.

Hampel's Office, the student then takes the exam.

Each department will be responsible for the type of exam given, the grading scale and time of the exam. All of the exams will be evaluated to the student by the instructor who supervised the test. Exams normally will cover the work taught in the course.

If a student does not make an "A" or "B," nothing will be recorded on the permanent record. The forms will be kept in the Registrar's Office. A student is responsible for signing the exam record twice for the course.

The university will not be responsible for any student whose test is not necessary to be offered every year.

If permission to take an exam is denied, a student may appeal to the chairman of his department. Students must be in residence for the exam to be given this quarter no later than the Spring 1961.
Editor's Opinions

The Dilemma Of Textbooks

After investigating the system for return of books used by the Textbook Service, it seems apparent that the system is probably the best under the circumstances.

Receipts are available for any student who wishes to use them, according to library officials. All that is required of the student is to pick up his receipt at the Student Union desk, at the Morris Library circulation desk or at the Textbook Service, and fill it out. The receipt includes the name and library card number of the student, the date, and the code numbers of books.

Library officials said the receipt assures that any book found missing afterwards will not be charged to the student, if it appears on the receipt. Receipts will be signed by the manager of the Textbook Service.

Students in many cases are undoubtedly guilty of getting themselves into jams by losing their library card, by loaning books and by leaving books unguarded for extended periods of time in public places.

It seems that if students will just take the time to submit a receipt with books, all fears of being charged for books will be obviated. Officials admitted that mistakes are sometimes made, but the receipt will provide assurance that books were turned in at the end of the quarter.

Gus Bode Sec

Gus see one thing that really helps blind students are the two-inch posts sticking up in the middle of sideways.

Gus see the next Civil War won't be between the North and South; it'll be between Carbondale and Edwardsville.

Gus see one way to drive poetry is to build a concrete campus; then students and faculty would go nuts hunting grass to walk on.

Defends Comments On Thompson Point

Dear Editor:

I wrote a letter about the freedom loss at Thompson Point, that my name was not as important as the idea I stated. However, some people think the name is more important than the idea. As I am new here, I am sure you will know no more about my name than you did before.

As to my wearing Levi's, I do not own a pair and I do not intend to buy any. I simply feel the council took too much upon itself when it passed such a regulation. Many people here feel the same. Even if there were rumors spread that the University would pass such a regulation if the council did not, this is no reason for the council to dictate to us.

It was brought to my attention that some people are not certain these rumors were not spread purposely so the council could pass such a regulation. If this is the case, I feel our governmental structure is not worth the paper it is printed on. If a select few in the council or on the side-lines can run us as a machine, we must do something about it, and now.

As in my past discussing things with our representatives, he knows how we felt and voted against the regulation.

I am sure that few people of other should say the same.

As far as telling me to leave Thompson Point because you feel I am not interested in it, I feel that such a remark was uncalled for and worthy of only someone like Nikita Khrushchev. I feel we could do without his type, rather than mine. It is better to get a sinking ship can save it is beyond me.

Sincerely, Kent Perschbacher

'Yes' For Compulsory ROTC

Dear Editor:

This is a letter concerning the comments in the opinion of Feb. 28 by Mr. Eric W.

Running, '64.

Writing today as the president of the Gen. John A. Logan Chapter of the Reserve Officers' Assoc. of the United States, I feel some necessity in answering Mr. Running's verbal blast of compulsory ROTC programs.

Past military history of this nation has shown that the reserve officer component has largely staffed the federal establishment, not only during wartime, but also during peacetime. Today, for example, the reserve officer accounts for the vast majority of officers on active duty.

In order that a vast reservoir of competently trained reserve officers be ready to take the field on a moment's notice, it is quite necessary that ROTC programs be continued in institutions of higher education. That the best educated manpower should shoulder the responsibility of military leadership is evident if this country is to survive the brutal world-wide threat of Communism. The constant vigil of a nation is paramount, otherwise the consequences are too devasting to be named.

We would do well to recall a maxim of the North-west Ordinance which suggests that the best defense of a democracy is a well-trained citizenry.

Sincerely, Robert B. Vokac

The Soap Box

Can't Get Enough Of The Council

Dear Editor;

As a student I am interested what the Student Council is doing, yet I am unable to attend the meetings. I feel that other students probably feel the same way.

Therefore, I think it would be a good idea if a section of the Egyptian could be set aside to report the minutes, or give a synopsis of what is being accomplished each week. I feel this would do much to stimulate the student's interest in the Student Council.

Sincerely, Carole Fenimore

The Bootery

124 S. Illinois

Carbondale

Soft 'n light for warmer weather and high-tryting spring spirits ... the sponge leather of this thin note and a penny were received from the Bursar's Office:

Don't Fail...

To See Our Window Display of

PIPER & TOBACCO's

from

Around The World
denham's 410 Smoke Shop

410 S. Illinois

SEE OUR

Flower

Wedding Line

Wedding Invitations
As Nationally Advertised

Monogrammed Napkins - Guest Books and Other Reception Needs

BIRKHOFL GIFT MART

204 S. Illinois

GL 7-5440

WALK SOFTLY, PLEASE

IN

KINGSWAY SHOES FOR MEN

KINGSWAY SHOES FOR MEN

S-T-O-P

WALKING

RENT ACCUM

IN

THE PIZZA KING

719 S. Illinois

Ph. 7-2919

S-T-O-P

WALKING

RENT ACCUM

IN

THE PIZZA KING

719 S. Illinois

Ph. 7-2919

$9.95

Black Smooth Leather
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Defends Service
McCoy Answers Book Charges

"We do not discourage receipts for textbooks, but the burden of responsibility lies on the student," Dr. Ralph E. McCoy, di-
rector of libraries, said Tuesday. McCoy's comment was in de-
fense of the system of returning textbooks at the end of each quarter. Several derogatory charges have been filed at the Textbook Service recently in connection with fees for text-
books not returned.
President Notified
Students who complained—some to President Morris—that charges are being made for textbooks which were turned in.
McCoy and Heinie Stroman, manager of the Textbook Ser-
vice, admitted that errors are sometimes made, but advised students to check with the Text-
book Service if they receive erroneous charges.
"Receipts are available for textbook return, and will be in the fu-
ture," Stroman said. "Students who wish a receipt for their textbooks should submit the receipt with their books when turning them in at the end of a quarter," he said.
Receipts Available
Receipits will be available at the Student Union, at the Mor-
ris Library Circulation desk and in the Textbook Service.
"We check out more than 50,000 textbooks quarterly," Stroman said, "so there is bound to be an error. But if students will check with us when they feel they have a legiti-
mate complaint, we'll check through all the stacks to make sure the books in question have not been turned in."
McCoy noted that most prob-
lems are the result of picking up the wrong textbook after a study session or in the Student Union.
Don't Lose Your Card
Another problem—the bi-
igest, McCoy said—is caused by people who lose their library card. He cautioned students to protect their library cards, be-
cause any book checked out to a specific number will be charg-
ed to its possessor.
McCoy and Stroman urged students to use the receipts when turning in textbooks, but McCoy noted that it is not fea-
sible to require receipts.
"The lines would be stagger-
ing if we tried that," McCoy said.
Stroman and McCoy urge stu-
dents to see either of them if a question arises concerning fees for allegedly delinquent textbooks.
"My door is always open," McCoy said.
When filling out receipts, stu-
dents should have them pre-
pared in ink when they reach for the textbook return on the sec-
ond floor of Morris Library.

Unidentified Man
Steals ROTC Uniform
An unidentified man has sto-
en a ROTC uniform and a pair of shoes from a student liv-
ing at a boarding house, owned by a Baptist minister, located at 400 W. Main St.
The man, posing as a student, lived at the house for a week before his speedy departure.
Due Rapakos, assistant SIU security officer, reported that the man was around 23 years old and probably used a fic-
titious name.

Sunday Features
Organ Recital
Numbers composed by Bach, Händel, Bisker, and Men-
delsohn will be featured in a student recital given by Carol Robmberg at the organ. The con-
cert, which will be given at the First Methodist Church Sunday night at 5:00 p.m., is partial fulfillment of the requirement for the de-
gree of Master of Music in Orga-

n. Miss Romberg, who is a gradu-
ate student from West Frank-
fort, will play Händel's "So-
nata II," Bach's "Prelude and Fu-
gue in E Minor."
Convocation and music ap-
preciation credit will be given for attendance at the recital.

Sunday Bus
Service Offered
A bus will run each Sunday for students going to church. The transportation service is sponsored by the Carbondale
Ministerial Alliance.
The bus will leave the Small Group Housing at 9, 9:30 and 10 a.m. and proceeds to Thomp-
son Point and Woody Hall. It then goes down University Ave-
ue to the various churches.
The bus returns students to their living centers at 11:30 and 12:00.

Small Group Housing
Housing Awards

Small Group Housing service began within a month on six addition-
al buildings in the Small Group Housing project, according to Charles Pulley, University archi-

tect.
He announced that the dorm-
itories, which will house the Greeks, now off campus, should be ready for occupancy by fall, 1962.
Southern received low bids totaling $1,813,064 for the hous-
ing project. General work was awarded to the J. J. Allen Co. of East St. Louis for $1,176,915. Other awards were mad-
e as follows: site work, Ralph Vascar, Inc., $142,329; plumbing, E. A. Kraft, $102,690; heating and ventilat-
ing, Presley Plumbing and Heating, 2260; electrical, Carbondale Electric, $162,640.
Two of the six buildings will be contracted for security. The Franklin will present the 'Ad-
ditional 310 students. The proj-
ect will be constructed west of the existing dormitories in the Small Group Housing.
The new dormitories will be similar to those already in use, but there will be a rearrange-
ment of the stairs and a change in the kitchen and basement. A road will be built to make trav-
el between the 15 houses and through the area easier, Pulley said.

HEADS' CAMPUS RADIO
Toni Little, pictured above, 20-year-old junior from West
Frankfort, has been named the student station manager of Southern's FM radio voice, WSIU, through Oct. 1.

The farther smoke travels, the milder, the cooler, the smoother it tastes.

This ONE'S THE SATISFIER
This king sets a record for taste. Every satisfying puff is Air-Softened to enrich the flavor and make it mild. Special porous paper lets you draw fresh air into the full king length of top-tobacco, straight Grade-A all the way.

Join the swing to

CHESTERFIELD KING

FORENT
Small Cottage, Completely Furnished. Cooking Privi-
eges, Call M-boro 965

FORE SALE
1955, 8x30 House trailer. Very good condition. See at 709 S. Marion, after 4 p.m.

FOR RENT
Carbondale, Illinois
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SIU Diamond Men Fall 6-0; 3-2; 8-3
To Strong Indiana Pitching, Hitting

by Bob Meichena
Sports Editor

The three game series with Indiana University started Monday with a blaze and kept getting hotter. On Tuesday, it was so hot that it dried up the field. Saluki righthander Jim Woods was tapped for six big runs in the first inning to make things hotter. Going down 6-0 in the first game, the Salukis bounced back in the second to hold the Hoosiers to a 3-3 tie. In the first and last games IU scored most of their runs in a single frame.

Southern's only hit in the game Monday against Indiana's ace Bob Marr was by Mel Patton in the fourth. The Hoosier fireballer fanned 11 men going 2-3-3 in the victory.

Best Pitching

"Hoosier coach Ernie Andrews figures he has the best pitching in the Big Ten," said coach Glen "Al" Martin, "and I agree. Marr is the finest college pitcher I have seen," said Martin.

Tuesday's game was fought to a 3-3 tie before being called in the tenth because of darkness. Indiana drew first blood in the fifth as Larry Tucker walked and gave up a triple for the RBI.

Leading off the top of the sixth with another walk, Tucker gave up a single and a sacrifice fly to score run number two. Tucker was replaced by reliever Phil Beneck. Beneck was replaced by Mel Patton in the fourth. Marr is the best pitching on the South's and only hit in the game Monday against Indiana State's ace Bob Marr.

With the bases loaded and no outs, Mel Patton pinch-hitting for Dick Burks, was called out on strikes. The Hoosiers politely walked the next batter forcing in a run.

"Our pitching is better than average in the conference," said Martin, "but our big question is hitting."

Before facing the St. Louis University Billikens Saturday, the squad will work on batting and the pitchers will sharpen their throwing with men on the base.

Milers Request British Consent

British Miler Mike Wiggs will not compete in the Texas Relays today and tomorrow. Wiggs and fellow countrymen Brian Turner and Bill Cornell have made application to the British Amateur Athletic Board requesting an okay to run in the United States and still maintain their amateur status in Great Britain. "The board had acted in a few days or it might take several weeks," said coach Lew Hartog.

Earlier this week Jack Crump, secretary of the AAU, was quoted as saying that if the men ran in this country they would do so at their own peril and that, if they do run, they will clearly render themselves in peril of disciplinary action by the board.

Tennis Team Takes On Ohio

Bound for Columbus, Ohio, the Saluki netters will take on Ohio State, Ohio Wesleyan and Denison University in a quadrangular meet tomorrow.

Ron Underwood, playing number two, will be returning to the squad after a week's ineligibility. Underwood was declared ineligible after winter quarter because of insufficient credit hours. He made up an exam to qualify for his eligibility.

Last year Southern blanked the Bucks, 9-0. Wesleyan and Denison are newcomers to the schedule.

I've heard no reports on the court men," said Coach Dick LeFever, "but we are looking for the best.”

John Taylor, who is officially out for tennis now, will be playing number six in the matches in the absence of Dick Falkerson, who will be attending a previously arranged debating contest.

Coach LeFever said the pair will have a challenge match soon to determine who gets the slot.

Linksmen Travel To Meet 'Bucks'

"We're shooting" pretty good golf and just getting started," said coach Lynn Holder.

The linksmen open their season Saturday traveling to Ohio State, Southern's team medalist for the past two seasons, Bill Barnett, will not be traveling with the squad. "Bill wants to devote more time to the books," said the linksmaster, "but he will play the home matches."

The top four slots on the traveling team are held by Dick Fouk, Gene Carollo, Max McDonald and Jerry Thomas. "We will try to use fellow in sixth match experience for the remaining two positions," said Holder. Roy Gibb and Jan Jessen were named as probable starters.

Ohio State will be playing without the services of their big gun, Jack Nicklaus, who will be playing in the Masters Golf Tournament at Augusta, Ga.

"We have a fine group of freshmen coming up," said the golf mentor, "they will more likely than likely see action as the season progresses."

Taylor and Young, U.S. scientists, were the co-discoverers of radar in 1922.

IT'S SPRING! A DRIVE THROUGH SCENIC GIANT CITY STATE PARK AND A MEAL SERVED WITH OUR INDIVIDUAL TOUCH IS THE PERFECT SPRING TONIC. DRIVE OUT TODAY!

GIANT CITY STATE PARK LODGE

SERVING EXCELLENT MEALS DAILY
OFFERING COMPLETE GORMET MENU
CATERING TO PRIVATE PARTIES, RECEPTIONS, DANCES, ETC.

GIANT CITY STATE PARK LODGE
LOCATED AT GIANT CITY, 10 MILES SOUTH ON I-55 AT MAKANDA, ILL.
PHONE GL-7492
WE OFFER COMPLETE LODGING ACCOMMODATIONS

DINNER SPECIALS
FAMILY STYLE CHICKEN DINNER
ADULTS $2.25 CHILDREN $1.00
SERVING HOURS
12 noon - 7:30 p.m.

GIANT CITY STATE PARK LODGE
LOCATED AT GIANT CITY, 10 MILES SOUTH ON I-55 AT MAKANDA, ILL.
PHONE GL-7492
WE OFFER COMPLETE LODGING ACCOMMODATIONS
Counting on Orlofsky
SIU Seeks NCAA Title

Will Southern have its first NCAA gymnastics championship Saturday? "Well, it just could be," said SIU Coach Bill Meade optimistically.

Meade is counting on Olympian Fred Orlofsky for better than 30 points. Fred's wrist is better this week than last—in fact, better than it has been for the last six weeks," said Meade with a big smile. "I figure we should be able to pick up between 70 and 90 points, and that should do the trick," said the coach. SIU finished seventh in the NCAA last year.

Orlofsky, counted as one of the toughest competitors for the all-around title, should turn in top performances in the still rings, parallel bars and free exercise.

Crowd Pleaser

"Bruno Klaus should give us about 15 points," said Meade. Fred Tijerina, a real crowd pleaser with his one-hand stands and feats of strength, should place in the rings and parallel bars challings about 6 points.

"Tumbler Len Kalkkian could place in the top three for us," said Meade, who himself was runnerup in the NCAA event in the late 1960's. Kalkkian placed second last year.

Trampoliner Hugh Blaney and Joe Shidler should be high point getters for the Salukis. Shidler is ranked number one according to the advances sent to coaches. Ratings are based on the average total points for the season.

"One wrong bounce and you can bounce right out of the competition," said Meade.

Two Injured

A sprained shoulder has hampered the high-bar potential of Tim Phillips. We will treat the injury right up to the time we go that," said Meade. Shidler also has an injury that might spoil his form. Joe stepped on the trampoline frame during practice and bruised his hip. Both injuries should be cleared up by the time they perform.

Defending NCAA champion Penn State has lost Tom Sward, its number two man. Coach Gene Wettstein explained that Sward was dropped for disciplinary reasons. Saluki Bill Simms, "a good all-around performer," became ineligible after winter quarter. This might even things with Penn, but it also gives Illinois and Michigan a chance to move up.

Relays Challenge

Saluki Thinclads

Southern trackmen split this weekend as the varsity squad goes to Athens, Ohio, and the Saluki AAU Track Club goes to the Texas Relays.

Dave Styrin will run in the invitational 100-yard dash with brother Don entering the 400-meter hurdles. Jim Dupree will compete in the 1500 meters and Joe Thomas in the 3000-meter steeple chase, rounding out the team heading for Texas. Running the Ohio distance medley are Sunny Hackett, 440; Allen Gelso, 880; Leo King, three-quarter mile and John Flamer, mile. The same men will later run the mile relay.

Jim Gualdoni and Harold Bardo will handle the high jump and broad jump.

Mr. and Mrs. Sam Silas and Ted Farmer will throw the discuss and shot. Larry Evans is involved in the pole vault.

The U. S. imported 1,300,000,000 pounds of coffee from Brazil in 1959 for a value of $450,000,000.

Single room for Boys. Cooking facilities.

Boy to Share Basement Apt.

Private Trailer Space

CALL GL 7-6185

EXISTENTIALISM COLOQUIUM
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CABDONALE UNITARIAN FELLOWSHIP

Sunday, April 9 — 10:30 a.m.
University Center Plans Trial Banquet May 10

By D. G. Shumacher
Staff Reporter

Gov. Otto Kerner will attend dedication ceremonies for the University Center June 10, according to information released by President Morris late Wednesday. TheGovernor, however, will not attend the Alumni Banquet that evening.

With pressure from all quarters building daily, 130 workmen ranging from plumbers to marble setters are pressing toward the goal of having the new University Center ready for occupancy by food service personnel on May 10 and a "trial banquet" later in May.

A representative of the university architect's office, calling attention to the pressure on the contractors and the University, said he was "apparently surprised at the progress."

During a tour of Southern's newest showplace, the representative noted that in a building of the size and uniqueness of the Center, "Bugs will show up, and we need a trial run to locate and correct them."

Alleys Near Completion

The bowling alleys being built by local carpenters are beginning to take definite shape. The alley beds, each containing about 150 pounds of nails, are completed. Laying of the actual alley is well under way. The approach, ball drop area and pin set areas are made of hard maple, with pine, a softer wood for the lower ball control, being used in the middle stretch of the alley.

The gutters, made of charcoal-colored material to fit in with the general charcoal-toned gerine decor of the bowling alleys, are also in place.

Ballroom Lighting Unique

In explaining the uniqueness of the Director, Clarence D. Dougherty cited the impressive main ballroom. Designed by Joseph Boont of Burnham & Hammond, Chicago architects, the lighting for the mammoth ballroom is the only such design in the world.

The ceiling and lighting in the ballroom is nearing completion, and next week work will start on the oak dance floor. It is estimated that laying of the floor will take about ten days.

The ballroom will sport a traditional "green room," where the leading man or lady of the theater can receive guests.

Food equipment is being installed in the cafeteria, located on the middle west side of the lower floor. The main seating area, which will seat 450 persons, is nearly completed, and features red-plastered brick and vinyl covered walls.

The cafeteria kitchen, completely modern with tiled floor and walls and an aluminum ceiling, will be used to prepare meals for as many as 3000 persons.

Davidson Taken Off Probation

Douglas Michael Davidson, 22, of Salem, has been taken off probation, effective immediately. University officials said the decision was made due to Davidson's academic achievements and his cooperative attitude.

The original period of probation was to extend through this quarter during which David-

Son was to help care for a disabled student. Doug has volunteered to continue caring for the disabled student.

Davidson was placed on probation in connection with the shooting of John E. Hunter, 22, of Highland Park on Jan. 10. He will be tried April 13 in Jackson County Circuit Court on a charge of involuntary manslaughter.

Student Union Board To Screen Program Applicants

Applicants for a new Student Programming Board to replace the present Student Union Board are being sought, according to Miss Miller, president of the Student Union Board.

The new board, according to the activities of the present Student Union Board, Miss Miller expects the new Programming Board to be a more far-reaching group, and one with greater responsibility.

About 165 SIU students ride the bus each weekday.

MOVIE HOUR

FRI, APRIL 7
FURR AUDITORIUM, UNIVERSITY SCHOOL
2 Shows 6:30 and 8:30 p.m.
SPECIAL ADMISSION, ADULTS 75c
STUDENTS 50c with Activity Cards
"A MAJOR EVENT OF THE DANCE SEASON... MUST!" JOHN MARTIN, NEW YORK TIMES
THE DANCE" FILMED BY VICTOR GANG, DIRECTOR
FREE DANCE HALL DANCE "GISELLE" in two acts

SATURDAY, APRIL 8
FURR AUDITORIUM, UNIVERSITY SCHOOL
2 Shows 6:30 and 8:30 p.m.
Adm. Adults 40¢, Students 25¢ with Activity Cards

HEADLINE SUSPENSE

DANA ANDREWS
TOREN OXO
ODYNE SANDBERS
AURRY TOTTER

SUNDAY, APRIL 9
FURR AUDITORIUM, UNIVERSITY SCHOOL
One Show Only 8:00 p.m.
Adm. Adults 40¢, Students 25¢ with Activity Cards
Southern Champs Capture Firsts

Several SIU students went to regional tournaments sponsored by the Association of College Unions in March. Charlie Haug won first place in the singles table tennis tournament at Indiana University, Haug, from Carbondale, and Grant Bergmann placed third in the all school events at Indiana.

Fred Sweeney, who was the high scorer in the SIU bowling tournament, won a trip to Detroit to compete in the regional meet. John Keller won first place in the SIU pocket billiards contest.

Hans Schreuder of San Jose, Costa Rica, won the SIU chess tournament and was also one of the first place winners in duplicate bridge. Other winners in the bridge tournament were Richard Ashbridge, John Reha and Mike Glassman.

The Indian population of Illinois was 1,463 in 1950.

Miss TP Crowned Tomorrow

Eighteen Thompson Point coeds will vie for Miss Thompson Point festival honors through Lentil Ball in hopes of TP Queen Contest will get under way tonight with the Coronation Dance.

Each TP resident present at the contest tonight will receive a silver dollar and vote for five candidates. Results of the voting will not be revealed until 11 p.m. tomorrow when the queen and her court are presented.

Each floor at T.P. is sponsoring one candidate in the contest. The 18 candidates are Judy Ashley, junior from Carbondale; Claudia Costello, sophomore from Mt. Carmel, Lou Even, sophomore from Carrollton, Susan Gould, junior from Mt. Carmel, Tricia Holman, junior from Metropolis, Sandy Horning, freshman from Poolesville and Nancy Kies, freshman from Chicago.

Also, Carol Lott, freshman from Springfield, Judy Nelson, sophomore from Wharton, Marylla Ryan, freshman from Jerseyville, Douglas and Merle Stahlberg, freshman from Beecher, Julie Stalhall, junior from Bettendorf, freshman from Monticello and Carol Walsh, freshman from Springfield.

"Southern Sophistication" will be the theme of this year's formal dance tomorrow night with Ban Baker's Doowahs providing the music.

Entertainers will be provided by the Kappaleers, Hay Binelli, Julie Harris and dancer Tuba Lo. The Kayleigh's won the title for individual acts in the Theta Xi Variety Show.

The gay, fast-moving farce "Thieves' Carnival" will be presented by the Southern Players next Friday evening in the Southern Playhouse. The play sparkles with humor, romance and mannerisms as the thieves engage in their buffoonery.

The play, written by Frenchman Jean Anouilh, tells of the adventures of three bungling thieves who are invited to the villa of the wealthy, but bored, Lady Hurt. Living with Lady Hurt in her palatial home are two very attractive young ladies, one of whom becomes involved with the youngest of the three thieves.

Lady Hurt will be played by Carbondale freshman Lynn Leonard. Miss Leonard also was a member of the "Our Town" cast. Victor Cook, who has been seen on the Playhouse stage in "Laurel and Wingless Victory," will appear in "Car-

not as old as the one, however, Herr

tor Inseva has been seen in several SIU productions including "Harvey" and "Our Town." Another member will be portrayed by Will Grant, junior from River Forest, Ill. The third, Peterbore, will be depicted by Sam Elliott and William Tranquilli on alternate evenings. Elliott, seen in the cast of "Death of a Salesman," "Desire Under the Elms" and others, will be on stage opening night. This will be the first role for Tranquilli, a sophomore from Carthage.
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Miss TP Crowned Tomorrow
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**Peace**

By Judy Valente  
Society Editor

Lois Perez and Pam Gilbert, both Alpha Phi, have been chosen semi-finalists for the John Southern Academic contest. Lois is sponsored by Alpha Phi Gamma Delta, and Pam is sponsored by Delta Delta Delta. Jill Blakney has been chosen by her sisters as Alpha Gamma Delta's candidate for Greek of the Year.

The sisters of SIGMA KAPPA elected new officers this week. They are Audrey Lanthone, social chairman; Marcia Fullord, scholarship; Joyce Smith, jewelry designer; Barb Hartlein, house manager; dizanne Favreau, sports chairman; Brenda Graeffe, chapter house representative; and Gerri Valla, song leader.

**Bishop Is Guest**

Of Newman Club

The most Rev. Albert P. Zarbatany, Bishop of Belleville, will be honored guest of the Newman Foundation Sunday. Bishop Zarbatany will celebrate the 11 a.m. Dialogue Mass. After Mass, breakfast will be served at the Elks Club in Carbondale. Newmanites, faculty and others interested in the Newman Foundation are invited to attend.

Tickets for the breakfast can be obtained from the Newman Club, the Newman Foundation and all committee chairmen.

**The Greek Column**

Cline, Dot Lantinen, and Jane Roodnick represented the SIGMA KAPPA in Fort Lauderdale, Florida, this spring vacation.

Marie Turnipseed, also a SIGMA KAPPA, was a delegate from Southern to the Peace Corps Conference in Washington, D.C. this past week.

Also elected officers this week was SIGMA PI fraternity. Jack Schrand was elected new president. The other new officers are John Latta, first vice president; Jim Soldner, second vice; Jerry Fongen, treasurer; Bruce Mackey, secretary; Denise Van Hooger, herald; Bill Lemen, student; Dave Snyder, house manager; Chuck Liver, pledge trainer; Lynn Paris, scholarship chairman; John Panter, corresponding secretary; Bill Young, sports chairman; and Gerald Hornick, social chairman.

TAU KAPPA EPSILON will have a rush party next Sunday from 2 to 4 p.m. in the chapter house. All men who are interested are invited to attend.

Dick Sleeman is the new Tekke president elected this week. Other newly elected officials are Stewart Switzer, vice president; Jerry Fongen, secretary; Don Funkhouser, treasurer; Ray La Gere, historian; John Drew, chaplain; Jerry Worrall, pledge trainer; and Leon McNair, sergeant at arms. 

Giant City State Park was the scene of the annual retreat of PHI SIGMA KAPPA. Plans were completed for the Spring Formal as well as the arrangements for the annual Parents Day. Miss Linda Rock has been chosen as the Phi Sig candidate for the Miss Southern Illinois contest. Carl Saferic has been named the Phi Sig's director for the group in the Greek Sing competition.

**Southern Society**

**Partnerships Forming In Large Numbers These Days**

**Pinings! Engagements!**

**Marriages!**

Partnerships have been forming in these blissful ways in mass numbers recently. Perhaps it is the approaching warm weather and spring fever which accompanies every spring term that is bringing all this on. More than likely, however, it is that little four-letter word which Cupid calls love.

Three young males who have parted with their fraternity pins of late are as follows: Philip LeFevre, Phi Kappa Kappa; to Mary Ostermeier, Belleville Junior College; Chuck Brandi, Sigma Phi Psi; to Sue Jones, Cairo, Ill.; Lynn Paris, Sigma Phi Psi; to Connie Feirich, Sigma Kappa; Lee Marsh, Sigma Psi; to Bob Duester, Bowyer Hall; John Latta, Sigma Phi Psi; to Janet Blackstad, Mt. Vernon, Ill.; Bill DeMent, Sigma Phi Psi; to Kathy Foor, Woody Hull; Mark Yates, Delta Chi; to Sandra Lenza, Delta Zeta; Bertie Erickson, Delta Chi; to Jenny Gentry, Alpha Gamma Delta; Ken Dry, Delta Chi; to Nancy Barnes; Bill Lemen, Sigma Phi Kappa; to Gerri Valla, Sigma Kappa; Bob Stouth, Sigma Tau Gamma; to June Bonkoski, Sigma Kappa; John Hilgert, Kappa Alpha, Missouri School of Mines, to Diane Favreau, Sigma Sigma; Tony Dillona, Kappa Sigma; Eastern Illinois University, to Linda Hartley, Sigma Kappa.

Then there are those who, instead of being "engaged to be engaged," get engaged officially. The couples are: Frank Stobart, Phi Kappa Tau; to Jan Earnest, Sigma Kappa; and Bob Williams, Delta Chi, to Mary Jane Hogans, Sigma Kappa.

Last but certainly not least we come to the people who have been united in the blessed state of matrimony. These happy people are:

Steve Stroup, Sigma Pi, to Judy Bramlet, Sigma Sigma Sigma; Ken Moncheski, Sigma Pi, to Donna Schuchard, Sigma Sigma Sigma; Mary Lee Hake, Sigma Kappa, to Shelly Prais, Deerfield, Ill.; Lynda Love, Sigma Kappa, to Alan Fry, Loyola University; Sharon Ruested, Sigma Kappa, to Perry Steiner, Paxton, Ill.; and Karen Wernsing, Sigma Kappa, to Dave Bayer, Mt. Vernon, Ill.

Congratulations to all of you!